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Join 15 of Moda's all-star designers as they take scrap quilting to the next level with imaginative,

eye-catching patterns created especially for your collection of precuts. Got a stash of fanciful fabrics

you can't wait to use? Or need an excuse to go shopping? Get inspired today!What's your favorite

precut--fat quarters, fat eighths, 2 1/2-inch strips, Layer Cakes, or charm squares? You'll find

patterns for all of them!Each designer shares "Scraps of Wisdom," so your stash of precut

purchases can become a stroke of geniusMust-make patterns from today's top designers: Jenny

Doan, Carrie Nelson, Edyta Sitar, Lissa Alexander, Lynne Hagmeier, Lisa Bongean, Sherri

McConnell, Amy Smart, Corey Yoder, Sherri Falls, Amy Ellis, Laura Boehnke, Jan Ragaller, Susan

Ache and Lisa Calle
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The Moda All-Stars Scraps Made Simple quilt book was very well done. It was loaded with great

information for a beginner quilter as well as an experienced quilter. Loved the patterns from each

designer and how all different cuts of fabric were used, not just your collection of scraps, but jelly

rolls, dessert rolls, fat eights, fat quarters, charm shares, layer cake squares and regular yardage. I

particularly liked the scraps of wisdom questions that were answered by each designer. All were

very good ideas and informational. The quilts were beautifully displayed, great color and instructions

were well illustrated and complete. I am looking forward to making some of the quilts included in this



book. I would highly recommend Scraps Made Simple to anyone interested in quilting. Well done!!

The Moda All-Stars Scraps Made Simple: 15 Sensationally Scrappy Quilts from Precuts focusses on

how to use Charm Packs, Layer Cakes, Jelly Rolls, Fat-Eighth Bundles, Fat-Quarter Bundles,

Dessert Rolls, Honey Buns and Bella Solids to create scrappy quilts. I'm sure if you were truly

creative you could use these patterns to create quilts from your own scraps as you'll find directions

for that too. You will find very clear explanations for each type of Precuts listed above including the

definition of a Junior Jelly Roll which has 20 strips total in a precut package of fabric.You will also

find tips and ideas on how to manage quilt fabric including how to store scraps for later use in

quilting.The directions on how to assemble the quilt patterns together are clear and

well-illustrated.The galley e-book I reviewed include external links to Martingale.com to obtain

information on how to complete the quilt. Some of the quilt patterns also included an external link to

download a PDF pattern file.Some of the quilt patterns you'll find in this book include:Scrap Basket

Quilt: This quilt pattern uses a Jelly Roll to create a 62 x 86-inch quilt.Housewarming Quilt: This quilt

pattern uses Fat-Eighths to create a 60 x 74-inch quilt. This quilt pattern has an external link to

download a PDF file to print the patterns used to complete the quilt.Missouri Roads: This quilt

pattern uses Charm Packs and a Jelly Roll to create a 60 1/2 x 72 1/2-inch

quilt.Recommend.Review written after downloading a galley from Edelweiss.

This is a really nice collection of all straight stitch quilt patterns. The quilts are featured in a wide

variety of color pallets from pastels, bold, single color range, and earthy so whatever your

preference you will find inspiration. There is a positively charming house block that I bet would be

cute as individual pieces that could be used as placemats. The Scraps of Wisdom pattern offers a

great option for fussy cutting and featuring a larger scale print in its center.

A wonderful book on "scraps", charms, layer cakes, jelly rolls, fat quarters, fat eights. . Primer precut

information, scraps of wisdom by each designer (wonderful tips). Don't be afraid of using pre-cuts or

scraps. 15 top Moda designers with fabulous ideas, simple directions, great projects with completed.

Enjoy every minute of this wonderful scrappy book.

This is a decent book, with nice patterns. However, since the title advertises "made with precuts",

and the sample I got on my kindle introduced the reader to ALL precuts, I thought I would see at

least one quilt that uses charm packs or layer cakes. Almost every quilt uses a jelly roll. And the



patterns that use squares call for 4 1/2" squares! What is the point of buying a 5" precut pack if you

have to cut every square down 1/2"? I was disappointed. Might make some of the quilts, but not

using precuts.

I love the fact that the proceeds go to Alzheimer research, both my parents had this insidious

condition so I gladly brought it. The book proved to be a great read, yes read as l loved the way

each designer told of her scrap stash. There are question that each need to answer and I found it

interesting that most did not have purple in there life, yet the world with blues and red,I wonder why

purple is such a neglected colour. The patterns and ideas were excellent and the instructions easy

to follow, readings this on kindle I found some of the diagrams small and the lost some clarity when

enlarged, a minor thing, all in an enjoyable book. I also bought Row by Row another book which has

proceeds given to charity, which is in similar mode and the recommended it also

I bought this for a gift for a friend that loves quilting. While shopping for a good quilting book, I read

in many reviews for several other books that the instructions were incorrect; that the

sizes/cuttings/pieces did not work (there were many errors). That was not the case with this book.

My friend loves it and is quilting away...

If you are reading these reviews, then it means you are looking at this beautiful book of scrap quilts.

Using some of the precuts available on the market makes it easier to do scrappy for me as my stash

is not that big. The quilts themselves are beautiful, but I really loved reading the little wisdom scraps

from each designer! I probably won't make them all, but two are on my 'hope to' list. On The Grid by

Sherri Falls and Button Box by Sherri McConnell. I loved Jenny Doan's statement: "I am consistent,

not perfect". I just love looking at quilt books, and I'm glad to have this one on my shelf.
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